Rewards Lists
Use Rewards Lists to encourage your child to work
towards achievable goals in life
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Introduction
In the real world we don’t get everything that we
want all of the time.
If you give your child everything that they want you
are not preparing them for life in the real world when
they grow up.
Using Rewards List with your child enables you to
negotiate reasonable chores for them to do around
the home, for which they receive ‘rewards’.
During the negotiation stage it is important to
impress upon the child that an agreed level of
competence is required for the task to be
acceptable. i.e. If only half of the cleaned dishes are
put away, it does not meet the agreed task of
‘emptying the dishwasher’.
The reward worked for can be monetary, a trip to the
beach, movies, new pair of special shoes that they
want.
In fact anything at all that your child will be enthused
enough to work towards receiving.

“Do the right thing
even when no one is looking”
~ Anonymous
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Life Skill Learned
Rewards lists prepare a child for the real world in that
they will be expected to experience:
Planning & Time Management - finding time each day
to do their tasks
Negotiation - Your child may discover something else
that they could do and ask you ‘if I also do X - what will I
get?’
OR the be required to do an additional one if they fail to
complete an agreed task
Action - having to complete set tasks regularly and
within an agreed timeframe
Anticipation - this is the fun emotion, working out what
they can do with the reward, particularly if there is
money involved
Satisfaction when they achieve their rewards and learn
that ‘anything worthwhile requires a bit of effort’

"Continuous effort - not strength or
intelligence - is the key to unlocking
our potential.”
~ Winston Churchill
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Creating a rewards List
Think about the chores that your child is able to undertake
without too much difficulty, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Making their own bed each morning
Setting the table for breakfast / lunch / dinner
Clearing the table
Packing / unpacking the dishwasher (if you have one)
Washing the dishes (if you don’t have a dishwasher!)
Emptying the small rubbish bins into the large rubbish bin
each day / week
Taking the rubbish bins out to the road on rubbish
collection day and bringing them in when empty
Feeding the dog / cat / bird / animals
Loading / unloading the washing machine
Hanging out the clothes
Bringing in the dry washing
Folding the washing and sorting into piles for each person

Negotiate with your child which tasks they will do and what
reward they will get at the end of a specific timeframe.
Make your Rewards List and mark off every time the child
successfully completes the tasks.
Depending upon the age of your child, it may be fun to use
star stickers to mark off the tasks each day. There is
something inherently satisfying about earning a star.

"The results you achieve will be in direct
proportion to the effort you apply.”
~ Denis Waitley
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Sample Rewards List
Your Child’s Name
Empty
Day

Dish washer

Set

Feed

Make

Table

animals

bed

Help sort
dry

Empty bins

Clear table

washing

Mon
Tues

Wed
Thur

Fri
Sat

Sun

Create a Motivational Board to give your child a visual image that will keep him
or her focused about the tasks to be done and the rewards when completed.

"Carry out a random act of kindness,
with no expectation of reward, safe in
the knowledge that one day someone
might do the same for you.”
~Princess Diana
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Motivational Boards
Motivational Boards can be as simple as a picture of the reward your child is working
towards or can be a collage of images for an event, such as a holiday or weekend away.
The purpose of the board is to give your child a visual reminder of why they are doing the
chores on their Rewards List
These visual prompts are great fun to make and studies have shown that they really do keep a
person focused on a particular course of action. The sky is the limit and you are only held back by
your imagination and creativity.

HOW TO MAKE A MOTIVATIONAL POSTER / VISION BOARD:
• Go through magazines, travel pamphlets or catalogues and cut out pictures that show what you
are trying to achieve
• Go through your photos or download images that capture the essence of what you want to focus
on
• Use your favourite quotations or go online and Google Inspirational Quotes
• Use song lyrics or the lines from a movie that inspires you
• Perhaps include screenshots of Shows you would like to attend

"The reward of a thing well done is
having done it.
~ Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Sample Board
Family Holiday 2019

All things
are possible
If you
Believe
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